
ATTENTION: PROVIDERS
Please Review the Proper Uses of “Communication Orders” in 

ORCHID

 Check & Use Any Available Orderable Before Using 

Communication Orders.

 Use Proper Workflow for New Orders & Discontinuing 

Orders.

 Any order details (rate, frequency, order comments, etc.) 

relating to a specific order should be made on the actual 

order.

 Use proper medical terminology and medication names





Examples:

 Oxygen Therapy (titration)

 GI Ostomy Care 

 Elevate Head of Bed & BedRest

 PICC Line: Insertion & Clear For User 

 Ambulate 

 NGT/OGT: Suction, Flush, Maintain, Discontinue 

Check & Use Available Orderables in ORCHID 
Instead of a “Communication Order”



If Stopping and Re-starting a Medication; Discontinue the 
Order. Re-enter the order when it needs to be restarted.
 Example:

* If a dose of a medication is to be held for 
ONLY One Dose, use orderable

Medications Should Not Be Modified; Discontinue & ReOrder
the Medication with the correct dose.

* The Modify option should only be used to change a continuous IV infusion 
rate.

Entering Medication Orders; Use Orders Section
Example: 

Discontinue Medications; Go Directly to the Order, Right Click 
and Discontinue
 Example: 

Improper Uses of “Communication Orders”



Use the Proper Name of the Medication
 Example:

TPN Rate Should Be Attached to Actual TPN Order
Example:

XRAY Communication Needs to be a Comment on 
Actual X-Ray Order
Example:

No Additional Comments Needed for POC Tests,  
Nurses Will See the Order. Instead Verbally 
Communicate It With Nurse
Example: 

Improper Uses of “Communication Orders”



 Orderables that are available in ORCHID should be 
used because some orders are directly routed to the 
specific department when they are signed. 
Communication Orders are not tasked to any end user.

Example: 
◦ Respiratory  orders written as a communication order 

will not get tasked to the Respiratory Therapist.

◦ Pharmacy does not see communication orders. Any 
medications written as a communication order and 
outside of an orderset is not seen by the pharmacist.



Communication orders are pre-checked in some ordersets. In order to prevent 
duplicate communication orders, the entire order set must be discontinued when 
no longer applicable.

Example: Multiple Insulin ordersets
Problem: Three insulin ordersets are active at one time. Resulting in multiple 
communication orders. Reconcile and Discontinue the entire  Orderset and not 
just individual orders.
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